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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

In this chapter the researcher presented the conclusion and suggestion for 

the study. It included what have been discussed in the previous chapter. 

5.1 Conclusion 

After analyzing, presenting and discussing the data, the writer found some 

conclusion to answer her research problems. First, the writer found that there are 

three kind of language choice that usually used by street sellers in Bunderan GKB. 

They are; code switching, code mixing and Unda-usuk (variation within the same 

language). From three kind of language choice, almost all of street sellers used 

code mixing when they have a communication (See on table 4.1).  

The second was the reason of street sellers in making language choice. The 

reasons for the used Javanese (Krama and Ngoko) were to show respect and 

politeness, show intimacy, and as a Daily language. The reasons for the used 

Indonesian language are as a national language and also easier to understand. The 

reason why they mixed some languages was that they were usually not aware of 

situation (crowded). It usually influenced by participant’s language (person who 

talk with them). 

The last was the social factors that influenced the street sellers in 

Bunderan GKB in making a language choice. Those social factors were 

participant, setting, topic and function and purpose. The social factors were 

influencing street sellers in making a language choice. 
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5.2  Suggestion 

In this study the writer revealed three statement of problems for the used 

of language choice; kind of language choice, the reason for using it and the social 

context. There are still many subject of language choice that can be analyzed 

through further researches such as the use of language choice in different field 

such as analyze language choice used by street sellers in modern market or 

language choice that used by teacher when teach in the class. The writer hoped 

that her study can gave benefits to other researcher in sociolinguistic field. 

 


